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Designed by Robert Mills, this building is the original hospital structure of
the South Carolina State Hospital for the mentally ill. An act of the South
Carolina General Assembly established and authorized its construction on December 21, 1821 and the cornerstone was laid, with Masonic ceremonies, on
July 22, 1822; the building was completed December 18, 1827. Constructed of
brick and stone, it is fire resistant.
Although patients have not occupied the Mills building since 1937, it has
been in continuous use as a residence for nurses, as classrooms and library,
as a center for inseryice training, and as the hospital archives. The first
addition to the building was made in 1838 and a second wing was added in 1842
Although major renovations were made in 1939 and in 1962, these interior alterations have not affected the building's architectural integrity.
The original building consisted of a central section with one angular wing to
the east side and one to the west. Mills described the structure as combining "elegancy with permanency, economy and security from fire -- the facade
represents a center and two wings with a cupola for ventilating the upper
m
stories. The entrance of the center building is under a grand portico of six rn
massive Greek Doric columns [unfluted], four feet in diameter, elevated on an
open arcade and rising the entire height of the wing buildings (four stories)
the whole surmounted with a pediment... ." Characteristically Mi 11 si an are
the curving granite steps at the front entrance, where cast iron is used for
porch and step railings. From the rear (south) of the hospital, the wings
create a concave curve. In the center of the rear of the main structure, a
half-round turret (stair tower) extends from ground to roof. On the face of TO
the turret is a wide rectangular white stone plaque on which is engraved the
0
word ASYLUM. What is today the roof was once a roof garden extending over
the entire structure. This is believed to have been the first such garden in
the United States.
There are three basic window treatments in the building. Windows in the
ground floor, the second floor, and the third floor are double-sash with stone
lintels. The first-floor windows are also double-sash, but are larger and
surmounted with semicircular paneled arches. In the stairwell tower on the
rear facade are two oculi.
The original interior was arranged so that all patients' rooms faced south
and the sun, opening onto a corridor running along the north side of the entire building. Spacious central corridors all contain wide curving stairs,
whereas steep and narrow circular stairs lead to the cupola and to the roof.
Between the central structure and the adjoining wings, narrow and self-supporting granite stairs lead from the ground to the fourth floor. These um'qi
stairs have cast-iron railings and wind about a large cast-iron shaft. Opening from the second-floor main hall are two large parlors with the vaulted
ceilings typical of Mills.
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A notable institutional design by native South Carolina architect Robert
Mills, the South Carolina State Hospital Mills Building is considered to
be an example of Mills at his best, distinctive in its boldness of conception, its inventive quality, its simplicity and power -- a structure of
national importance in the architectural development of America. It is
also the oldest structure in the United States continuously used as a mental hospital.
There is recorded proof that the original building, consisting of the center section and an angular wing on the east and one on the west, and completed in 1827, was designed by Mills. The first addition to the building
was completed in 1838, and a second wing was added in 1842. In 1848, a request was made for two more wings, but whether these were constructed immediately is not definitely shown by the records. The additions appear to
have been made in four stages, and the architect for each is not clearly
identified. There is evidence that Philadelphia architect Samuel Sloan, whD
was doing work at the hospital in 1882-1883, did work on the Mills building
Mills was born in Charleston in 1781 and died in Washington, D. C. 9 in 1855
Sloan was born in Philadelphia in 1815 and died in Raleigh in 1884. During
their combined lifespan of 143 years, these two men made major contribution
to the architectural heritage of America. The fact that the talents of
both men are preserved here in one building seems to be unique. Mills was
the great exponent of the classic tradition, particularly the Greek revival,
while Sloan ranged the field from the Gothic revival of the Masbnic Temple
in Philadelphia, the Italian Renaissance formality of the Joseph Harrison
House in Philadelphia, to the Moorish villa "Longwood," in Natchez. Sloan
exhibited his talents in the State Hospital Mills Building in such as way
that the structure appears to be the work of one man.
Mills studied under James Hoban, Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Henry Latrobe. He was an assistant to Latrobe during the construction of the Nation
al Capitol, but is most famous as architect for the Washington Monument.
This was designed while he was federal architect, a tenure which he held
under seven presidents. The work of Mills is scattered throughout South
Carolina and in such varied places as Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Richmond, Augusta, Mobile, and New Orleans. His architecture is characterized by his capable and unerring, but sometimes unorthodox, treatment of
classic motifs. His use of the high basement and porticos, supported by
arcades, his great interest in fire-resistant construction, and his frequen1 ;
use of round-headed single windows and of flat-headed triple windows is exemplified in this building. He often tempered the severity of his design
with curving steps, as is done in the State Hospital building. It is also
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8. Significance [South Carolina State Hospital Mills Building]
typical of his design that this and other of his buildings look their best in
brilliant sunlight, each slight raised surface or detail thrown in high relief
South Carolina's State Hospital building was among the first authorized, and
the third completed, mental hospitals in American built with public funds.
The original appropriation for building and grounds was $30,000 -- "to be erec
ted of brick and stone, covered with slate or tile." The cornerstone laid in
1822 is no longer in evidence, and the assumption is that it was covered by
the wing and additions. As finished and furnished, the building was reported
"imposing in externals, very spacious and proof against fire -- it is large
enough to accommodate 120 patients and the total cost approaches $100,000."
At the time of construction, Mills was State Architect, 1820-1827.
Mills' ingenuity and humanitarianism are shown in more than one feature of the
design. In Architects of Charleston, Beatrice Ravenel quotes the Charleston
Courier of February 21,~T82TiNot the smallest appearance of a prison is
manifest in the building. Security is agreeably under appearances familiar to
the eye in every private house. The iron bars take the similitude of sashes;
the hinges and locks of the doors are all secret; so that every temptation is
put out of the way to make an escape... ."
Soci al/Humani tari an:
In the early nineteenth century, the concept of care for the mentally ill was
far from humane. Many believed that the only solution was to "put away" these
people in institutions similar to prisons. Robert Mills did not share this
belief, and his State Hospital design reflects reforms that were far ahead of
his day; i.e., the rooms were planned with a southern exposure to provide
patients with fresh air and sunlight, and the avoidance of a prison appearance
by hiding hinges and locks. The fireproofing of buildings was also a practice
quite uncommon for the early nineteenth century and one in which Mills was a
leader.
In 1852 and 1859, Dorothea Dix, national leader in improving conditions for
the mentally ill, visited the South Carolina State Hospital, meeting with officials there to discuss innovative methods of care and treatment.
Science:
Dr. J. W. Babcock first recognized and treated pellagra while serving as super
intendent of the State Hospital (1891-1914). As one of the pioneers in the
United States in the study and treatment of this disease, Dr. Babcock helped
translate and abridge a study on pellagra which was published in the United
States in 1910.
In 1931, the United States Public Health Service established at the State
Hospital a Division of Field Investigation of Malaria. This was the national
center for dissemination of curative material in malarial therapy for paresis,

THE MILLS BUILDING
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE HOSPITAL
COLUMBIA, S.C.
COMPLETED DECEMBER 18, 1827
This is copied from the original engraving made approximately between 1850 and 1855. Drawn by
E. Dovilliers and engraved by A. W. Graham at J. M. Butler's establishment - Philadelphia.
Courtesy of Walter F. Petty - Lafaye, Fair, Lafaye & Associates - Columbia, S.C. August 1962

